FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Tournesol Siteworks announces Australian site furnishings partnership

Company to manufacture designs from Brisbane-based Street & Garden Furniture
Co. for the North American marketplace

Hayward, CA – Jun. 24, 2011
Tournesol Siteworks LLC, a manufacturer of products for the commercial
landscape market, has announced a new relationship with Street & Garden
Furniture Co. of Brisbane, Australia. The Northern-California based company,
primarily known as a manufacturer of pots & planters, living wall systems and
container irrigation, will be manufacturing bench, table and other site furnishing
designs from the Australian manufacturer.

“Street & Garden Furniture has a stable of extremely talented designers and their
site furnishings represent a new direction largely unexplored in our market
today”, commented Christopher Lyon, president of Tournesol Siteworks. The
furniture will be assembled in the company’s Northern California facility, from
parts manufactured in the U.S. and Australia.

The first product introduced will be the TWIG bench, a highly configurable public
seating solution, developed to promote social interaction. Already a bestseller in
Australia and Europe, it will be available in lightweight concrete and lightable
polyethylene plastic.

“Street & Garden has over twenty years of developing successful designs for
customers such as the City of Brisbane, the City of Sydney for the Olympic
Games, and numerous townships, universities, and hospitals” said David Shaw,

president and founder of Street & Garden Furniture. “Tournesol Siteworks shares
our concern for the customer and their long-term satisfaction”.

Tournesol Siteworks is a national leader in products that connect landscape and
architecture. Since 1979 they've manufactured pots, planters, irrigation systems,
site furnishings, and most recently living wall and green building components for
commercial construction projects. With a wide variety of manufacturing
capabilities, they customize standard product platforms to realize any designer's
vision for the urban environment.
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